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Abstract 

Background 
Non coding RNAs are the RNA molecules that do not code for proteins but play structural, 
catalytic or regulatory roles in the organisms in which they are found. These RNAs generally 
conserve their secondary structure more than their primary sequence. It is possible to look for 
protein coding genes using sequence signals like promoters, terminators, start and stop codons 
etc. However, this is not the case with non coding RNAs since these signals are weakly 
conserved in them. Hence the situation with non coding RNAs is more challenging. Therefore a 
protocol is devised to identify U1 RNA in species not previously known to have it. 
 
Results 
It is sufficient to use the covariance models to identify non coding RNAs but they are very 
slow and hence a filtering step is needed before using the covariance models to reduce the 
search space for identifying these genes. The protocol for identifying U1 RNA genes employs 
for the filtering a pattern matcher RNABOB that can conduct secondary structure pattern 
searches. The descriptor for RNABOB is made automatically such that it can also represent the 
bulges and interior loops in helices of RNA. The protocol is compared with the Rfam and 
Weinberg & Ruzzo approaches and has been able to identify new U1 RNA homologues in the 
Apicomplexan group where it has not previously been found.  
 
Conclusions 
The method has been used to identify the gene for U1 RNA in certain species in which it has 
not been detected previously. The identified genes may be further analyzed by wet laboratory 
techniques for the confirmation of their existence.  
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Background 
Non coding RNAs 
Non coding RNAs are the RNA molecules that do not code for proteins but play structural, 
catalytic or regulatory roles in the organisms in which they are found. The completion of the 
sequencing of the many genomes still does not tell us the number and diversity of the non 
coding RNA genes. Also the considerable increase in the genomic sequence data makes it 
almost impossible to identify all the non coding RNAs by experimental means. Hence it is 
necessary to employ computational means to identify non coding RNAs. The RNA molecule 
which is single stranded can form consecutive base pairs by folding onto itself and thus give 
rise to secondary structures (Figure 1).  The single stranded subsequences bounded by base 
pairs are called loops. A loop at the end of a stem is called a hairpin loop. Single stranded bases 
occurring within a stem form a bulge. Single stranded bases occurring on both sides of the stem 
form an interior loop. The multi branched loops are the ones from which three or more stems 
radiate. These structures generally form nested pairwise interactions resembling palindromes 
(i.e. sequences that read the same forwards and backwards) but some may not be nested giving 
rise to pseudoknots. RNA secondary structure prediction can be carried out using the tool 
MFOLD [1].  
 
Hidden Markov Models & Stochastic Context Free Grammars for RNA gene prediction 
A general theory for modelling strings of symbols called the Chomsky hierarchy of 
transformational grammars was developed by computational linguists [2]. Any of the grammars 
in the Chomsky hierarchy can be used in a stochastic form as a basis for a probabilistic 
modelling system for sequences. Chomsky described four kinds of restrictions on a grammar’s 
rewriting rules. The simplest of these is the regular grammar, which can generate sequences 
from left to right but not the long range correlations between symbols. They are ‘primary 
sequence’ models. Hidden markov models [3] are equivalent to stochastic (probabilistic) 
regular grammars. The HMM is a finite set of states each of which is associated with a 
probability distribution. Transition among the states is governed by the transition probabilities. 
In a particular state, an outcome is generated according to its associated probability. The 
HMMER tool [4] can build a statistical model (HMM) of aligned sequences (with hmmbuild 
available in its package) which can be used as a query into a sequence database to find 
additional homologues of the family. HMMs can thus be of help using multiple alignments of 
sequences when doing a comparative analysis of genes between different species. However, 
being primary structure models, HMMs cannot deal effectively with RNA secondary structure 
constraints.  
 
The palindromes can be dealt with by using the next level of grammar in Chomsky’s hierarchy 
called the context free grammars. The context free grammars allow creation of nested, long 
distance pairwise correlations between symbols, i.e. they can generate strings from outside in. 
RNA secondary structures are a kind of palindromic strings. RNAs undergo compensatory base 
changes in their sequence i.e. certain positions in the sequence are covarying in such a way so 
as to maintain the base pairings at those positions so that their secondary structure is conserved. 
For example an A-T base pair can change to a G-C base pair and still maintain the secondary 
structure. Thus, most RNAs have a more conserved secondary structure of base pairing 
interactions than the primary sequence. Stochastic context free grammars (SCFGs) are helpful 
in modelling such RNA sequences. SCFG-based RNA structure profiles called ‘covariance 
models’ are the SCFG analogues of profile HMMs. Hence, tools like BLAST [5] that are based 
on primary sequence analysis can be helpful only to identify homologues in closely related 
species where few compensatory base changes have occurred. It is thus essential that the 
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method to identify homologues for non coding RNAs exploit the conserved secondary structure 
of these RNAs.  
 
The methods that have been used so far for finding new homologues are based either on pattern 
matching or covariance models. Tools like PatScan [6], RNABOB [7], RNAmotif [8] are 
examples of pattern matching. These programs use a descriptor file, supplied by the user, 
describing the positions of primary sequence motifs, secondary structure patterns, and the gap 
lengths between motifs for the specific class of RNA. The tools (like CMscan from Infernal 
package, COVE) based on covariance models use statistical models of the secondary structure 
and primary sequence consensus of an aligned RNA family. But there are certain limitations in 
using covariance models. These models cannot represent pseudoknots and are extremely 
computationally demanding. Hence it is helpful to have some heuristics like filtering out 
regions of candidate sequences from larger sequences and thereafter using covariance models. 
Such an approach is used by programs like tRNAscan-SE [9], the Rfam database [10], the 
Weinberg & Ruzzo approach [11]. In the Rfam approach, an initial dataset of aligned 
sequences is used to build a covariance model (CM) using the CMBUILD program from the 
Infernal package [12]. In order to reduce the search space, an initial BLAST search is employed 
and hits with P-value<10 to a member of the seed alignment are retrieved. The model is used to 
search a nucleotide sequence database using the CMSEARCH program. CMSEARCH reports 
scores for matches to the model and a family specific threshold is chosen such that false 
positives may fall below the threshold. The matches are then aligned to the model using the 
CMALIGN program. In the Weinberg and Ruzzo approach, a rigorous filter using a profile 
Hidden Markov model (with HMMER), is built based on the alignment from Rfam, and filters 
the genome database. The covariance model is run only on the remaining sequences.   
 
The U1 RNA gene  
In this work, an approach to identify U1 RNA genes, involved in splicing, has been studied. 
Splicing is the removal of the intervening sequences called introns and joining of exons in the 
RNA. In the case of nuclear pre-mRNA, splicing takes place in a large ribonucleoprotein 
complex called the spliceosome. Four small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) particles, U1, 
U2, U5 and U4/U6, assemble into spliceosomes. Each snRNP contains one or two small 
nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) and more than 10 proteins. A group of low molecular weight proteins 
(Sm proteins) is present in all snRNPs and there is a varying number of specific proteins in 
each snRNP [13, 14, 15]. The U1 snRNP in higher eukaryotes consists of a U1 snRNA, eight 
Sm proteins and three U1-specific proteins. U1 RNA is generally the most abundant snRNA in 
most eukaryotic systems and signals the initialization of the splicing pathway by binding to the 
5’ intron-exon splice junction [16]. However, U1 RNAs have not yet been found in all the 
eukaryotic groups. Hence there are still groups in which the gene needs to be identified. Even 
though it is said that the U1 snRNP has three unique proteins this may not hold true for all 
organisms since the U1 RNA is variable in size and hence in the number of unique proteins as 
well. Since prokaryotes lack the splicing process, U1 RNA is found only in eukaryotes. U1 
RNA has been found in certain groups like Fungi, Metazoa, Viridiplantae, Ciliophora, 
Euglenozoa etc. However U1 RNA genes have not been found in all the species in these groups 
and in certain groups like Apicomplexa (Figure 2), they have not been found at all. 
 
The sequence and secondary structure of the U1 RNA is variable. For example, in 
Trypanosoma, an unusually small (69 nucleotide) U1 snRNA has recently been found [18]. It 
has a highly conserved ACCU sequence at the 5’ terminal region that plays a major role in 
splicing by binding to the splice site of the precursor mRNA [17], a binding site for the Sm 
core protein complex, common to all spliceosomal snRNPs [13] and the stem/loop II, that in 
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the mammalian systems is the binding site for U1-70K, a U1 snRNP-specific protein [13]. In 
most metazoans, there are additional hairpin structures III-V. The two other U1 specific 
proteins include U1-A which binds to the loop region of helix III and U1C which is required 
for a stable interaction between U1 snRNP and the pre-mRNA 5’ splice site [19]. The yeast U1 
snRNA with ten loops is much longer as compared to the metazoan U1 snRNA [20]. However, 
there are differences between the yeast U1 RNA sequences as well. A spliceosomal intron has 
also been found in a Basidiomycetes species in the U1 region forming base pairs with 5’ splice 
site in pre-mRNA [21]. However, the sequences common to all of them includes the common 
core protein binding site which is the Sm binding site, the highly conserved 5’-terminal 
sequence that can interact with the conserved splice site sequences and the stem/loop II 
sequence. 
 
The approach used here involves the construction of the descriptor used by the pattern 
matching tool RNABOB for filtering out the interesting candidates out of genome sequences 
followed by searching with the Rfam model to get the U1 genes out of the candidates.  
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Results 
Using the constructed descriptor for the U1 RNA gene, the genome sequences in the 
Apicomplexan group were screened for possible U1 candidates. Several novel genes were 
identified.  
 
Descriptor for seed sequences 
The descriptor gives a consensus for all the columns in a set of aligned sequences 
differentiating them into a single strand or a helix component. The descriptor also gives a 
further detailed description like the limitations of a particular nucleotide(s) occupying a certain 
position. It also defines which two columns are allowed to base pair with each other.  
 
The descriptor for the seed sequences in Rfam is shown in Figure 3. The first line in the 
descriptor shows the topology stating the order of occurrence of the single and double stranded 
elements. The second line gives the explicit description of each element. For example, the first 
element (s1 0 ******AYNNN) is a single strand named ‘s1’ with 0 mismatches and the primary 
constraint applied is that the first six positions in this part of sequence may or may not have a 
nucleotide (indicated by the ‘*’ symbol), followed by an Adenine (indicated by A) nucleotide, 
which is then followed by a pyrimidine (indicated by Y) and finally any three nucleotides 
(indicated by N). The second element describes a helix (h1 0:0 NN:NN) named h1 which pairs 
with h1’. As can be seen, helices are given on a single line rather than two. The numbers on the 
left and right side of the ‘:’ symbol indicate the allowed mismatches on the upstream and 
downstream sequence of the helix respectively. In this case the allowed number of mismatches 
on both arms of the helix is zero. The third field ‘NN:NN’ indicates that the length of the stem 
of the helix formed by any possible base pairing is two. The entire descriptor file can be 
interpreted in a similar way. Proceeding in such a manner the descriptor formed the consensus 
sequence for the 5’ splice site binding region, the U1-A loop and the Sm site. 
 
Aligned sequences 
The sequences in the dataset obtained from the seed sequences in the Rfam database were 
aligned to the Rfam model for U1 RNA. There are certain rules that were used to form the 
descriptor. For example, if all nucleotides in a column in the alignment are adenines, then the 
consensus would be A (or Adenine) for that particular column. Similarly, if all the nucleotides 
in one column are such that they form a base pair with the corresponding nucleotide in another 
column, then the two columns in the alignment are labelled such that they form stems of a 
single helix. These rules have been defined in Table 6. A consensus for each column in the 
alignment was thus obtained from the output of descriptor construction. 
 
 In the alignment, the definition (or consensus) at each position obtained from the output of 
descriptor construction has also been added (Figure 4). This was done so that the consensus for 
the conserved regions could be easily identified by a simple comparison. The consensus from 
the descriptor corresponding to the most conserved regions typical of U1 RNA (as seen in the 
alignment) was thus obtained. The consensus regions as obtained from the descriptor are shown 
(Figure 5). The U1-A loop has a consensus region “YUGYA”, the 5’ pre-mRNA splice site 
recognizing region is “AYNN” and the consensus Sm site is “NRUUUN*UNN”. 
 
The three types of U1 snRNA 
The U1 RNA is variable in both sequence and structure between different groups of eukaryotic 
organisms. The wide difference in structure requires the classification of U1 snRNA into three 
types which are the metazoan and yeast RNA. Hence the U1 RNA can be divided into three 
types based on the differences in its sequence and length. The first group is the smallest U1 
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snRNA (69 nucleotides) found in Trypanosoma [22]. The second group is the one found in 
most metazoans which in addition to the above defined structures of the first group also 
contains three more hairpin structures III-V. The third group is the one found in yeasts which is 
also the longest U1 RNA with ten helices but does not contain helix V (Figure 6). The fission 
yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has a similar size and homology to the human U1 RNA 
[23]. An intron sequence has also been found in the U1 RNA of basidiomycota Rhodotorula 
hasegawae (Erythrobasidium hasegawianum) in the 5’splice site of the region forming base 
pairs with the 5’ splice site of the pre-mRNA [21]. Presence of intron sequences in the genes 
makes the identification of these genes difficult since they may not align properly with the 
other sequences and also may not fold into the correct structure since the base pairings in the 
sequence may also be hampered. Since the Rfam dataset does not contain the Trypanosoma 
sequence, it has only two models for U1 RNA. 
 
Comparison 
The studied method was compared with the Weinberg & Ruzzo approach and the Rfam 
approach with respect to the number of genes identified, the sensitivity and specificity at the 
filtering step and the time required for the filtering by each of the methods. The results 
obtained in the three comparison steps are shown in the tables below. 
 
Number of genes identified 
This method was compared with the Weinberg & Ruzzo approach and the Rfam approach. The 
methods were tried on several different Apicomplexan genomes to find out the number of 
genes each one identified in this group (Table 1).  
 
The filtering with HMM profile was unable to find any U1 RNA genes in Plasmodium 
falciparum, Plasmodium chabaudi, Plasmodium gallinaceum, Plasmodium reichenowi 
Cryptosporidium hominis, Theileria annulata and Babesia bovis. However, the descriptor was 
able to find the genes in all species except Plasmodium reichenowi and Babesia bovis. Multiple 
genes were also found in some of the species like Eimeria tenella and Toxoplasma gondii. For 
example, the descriptor was able to find three genes in Eimeria tenella compared to only two 
by HMM in this species. Both these methods found two genes in Toxoplasma gondii. The 
found genes also had a good Rfam model score. The BLAST search of the Rfam approach 
failed to find any gene in any of the searched species in the Apicomplexan group.  
 
Specificity and sensitivity at filtering 
The specificity and sensitivity were compared for the three methods for the filtering step (Table 
2). The final step in each of the three methods being the same, (i.e. search with CMSEARCH) 
was not compared. 
 
The observation shows that the use of a secondary structure descriptor for filtering incorporates 
a very large number of false positives and hence a low specificity while the HMM approach is 
highly specific and gives no false positives at all. The high proportion of false positives 
incorporated by the descriptor are taken care of by elimination in the next step where the 
sequence must match the covariance model for U1 RNA in order to get identified as a U1 gene. 
The descriptor is highly sensitive and finds a gene in 85.7% species of the entire searched 
group while the HMM is less sensitive and could find a gene only in 50% of all the searched 
species in the Apicomplexan group.  
 
Time taken for filtering 
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The three methods were compared with regard to the time each one took for filtering, i.e. the 
time required by the pattern matching tool RNABOB to filter out sequences from the genome, 
the time taken by BLAST in the Rfam approach and the time taken by the HMM model to scan 
the genome for interesting candidates (Figure 7 and Table 3). As can be observed, the Rfam 
approach takes the minimum time for filtering while the descriptor and HMM approaches are 
comparable with not much difference in the time they take for filtering (Table 3).  
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Discussion 
The motive of this study was to find the non coding U1 snRNA genes in some species which 
are missing from the databases that maintain the non coding RNA genes, or in other words, to 
explore new species where U1 RNA could be found. Non coding RNA genes often conserve 
their secondary structure more than their primary sequence hence making it necessary to 
include secondary structure information to find them. The search with the method was carried 
out in the Apicomplexans and almost all of the searched genomes showed existence of the U1 
RNA gene. The newly predicted genes in this group in this study (see Table 1) are believed to 
be true positives for U1 RNA gene since they have all the conserved loops and also base 
pairings characteristic of U1 RNA. The Rfam database does not list these species possibly 
because it is unable to capture the low primary sequence similarity during the filtering with 
BLAST. A possible modification to the Rfam approach of finding non coding RNA genes 
could be to use FASTA [24] searches in the filtering step. Since FASTA is capable of finding 
similarities of smaller word size and linking them, it may help in finding more candidates in the 
search. This would also help to detect those sequences which are highly variable in the length 
of the helices and may not be detected so easily by other methods. However, these sequences 
may not match the covariance model if the lengths of the helices are widely varying from that 
of the model. The HMM profile construction approach was also tried to find if it could find the 
genes in Apicomplexans. HMMs have a good method of dealing with gaps in sequences. 
Although the method was capable of finding most of the sequences, it missed several that were 
found with the pattern matching method. This is probably because HMMs fail to incorporate 
secondary structure information in the search process whereas the descriptor allows more 
different nucleotides in its pattern. The descriptor made from the seed sequences in Rfam was 
able to find U1 RNA genes in the Plasmodium species. In Eimeria tenella the additional gene 
found by the descriptor (not found by the profile HMM) has to be confirmed after the assembly 
of the genome sequences.  
 
The drawback of using the descriptor is that it cannot find sequences which are longer than that 
specified in the descriptor, i.e. a sequence with a longer helix or single strand than the 
maximum length described will go undetected. Since the genes were found in Plasmodium, 
further search was carried out in the related Babesia genome. The Babesia genome was used as 
query in the BLAST search against the newly found Plasmodium sequences. The result gave a 
relatively high scoring hit in the Babesia genome. The sequence was subjected to CMSEARCH 
in order to find if it matched the Rfam covariance model for the U1 RNA gene. The sequence 
matched to the model (with a score of 11.45 bits). Babesia has a longer sequence at the 5’ end 
and hence was not detected by the descriptor. The other two methods also failed to detect this 
gene in Babesia. However it is not confirmed whether the found sequence is a true U1 RNA 
gene or not because even though it has all the conserved primary loops and helices as found in 
metazoa, it lacks the region necessary for binding to the 5’ splice site of the precursor mRNA 
molecule. Although an intron has been found only in the U1 RNA gene of the fungi 
Erythrobasidium hasegawianum, it cannot be ruled out that the long 5’ end found in Babesia 
could be an intron sequence. Also, the intron exists in a similar region as that found in 
Erythrobasidium hasegawianum, i.e. in the 5’splice site which is the region involved in 
forming base pairs with the 5’ splice site of the pre-mRNA. The Babesia read sequences were 
used in this study and hence in order to get a confirmed result, the construction of the 
assembled contigs is still awaited. However, it is helpful to carry out further searches in the 
species not known to contain the gene once its relatives have been found.  
 
All the three methods compared in this study may not be efficient and will fail to identify genes 
which have characteristics different from the three kinds of U1 RNA genes described 
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previously. Since none of these methods would work in such a case, it is necessary that some 
other search strategy be employed, such as Fasta searches, as already mentioned.  Also local 
searches may be carried with the CMSEARCH of the Infernal package such that only parts of 
the query model need to match the target to get a hit. The subsequences so obtained can be 
analyzed further by realigning the candidate sequences. 
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Conclusions 
Different methods to identify the non coding RNA genes for U1 snRNA in certain species have 
been investigated in this study. The primary method involves an automatic construction of a 
descriptor for a pattern matching tool such that not only the nucleotides in the loops and helices 
but also the bulges in the helices of the secondary structure of the RNA get defined. Even 
though the use of such a descriptor incorporates a high number of false positives in the 
filtering, it allows all sequences matching any of the sequences used to create the descriptor to 
be detected. Also the false positives get eliminated in the next step of the protocol where it is 
mandatory that the sequence matches the covariance model for U1 RNA in order to get 
identified as a U1 gene. However, even though bulges can be represented in such a descriptor, 
it may not detect those sequences which are longer than the length specified in the helix region 
in the descriptor. Thus, it may be necessary to include more sequences from different species 
while constructing the descriptor in order to detect the U1 RNA genes differing in the length 
and sequence of the stems and loops. However, it is better to have different descriptors for 
those groups of organisms which are highly differing from each other in their U1 RNA gene. 
However, unlike the protein coding genes, fewer non coding RNA sequences are available in 
the databases and hence the task of including more sequences in the descriptor may become 
difficult. Thus, in order to include more sequences from different species in the descriptor, it 
may become necessary to adopt different methods as well. Hence, once the descriptor has 
found new homologues for the U1 gene in a family of species, other methods too could be tried 
to find more sequences. In this study, once new homologues were identified in a family, these 
were used to find more possible candidates using methods like BLAST. The identified genes 
may be further analyzed by wet laboratory techniques for the confirmation of their existence. 
This method could also be extended to other non coding RNAs since the descriptor is 
dependent only on the seed sequences from which it is formed.   
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Methods 
Non coding RNA dataset and alignment of RNA sequences 
The method involves using an initial dataset of sequences known to contain the U1 gene. The 
reason for choosing U1 for this study was that this RNA has a clearly defined secondary 
structure with conserved loops and helices. The chances of getting too many false positives 
gets reduced since the compensatory base changes to maintain the base pairings at certain 
defined positions becomes difficult for sequences other than U1 if they are not evolutionarily 
conserved. Hence, these conserved features can be used in its search. The initial set used for 
this method was obtained from the “seed” sequences in the Rfam database [10]. In the Rfam 
database, a seed set consists of the known members of the family of non coding RNA. This set 
may not contain all known members of a family, rather a representative set. However not all 
sequences were used since many of them had large gaps in the beginning or end of the 
sequence (Table 4 & 5). Using these sequences would have hampered the formation of an 
efficient descriptor. The seed set aligned to the U1 secondary structure profile in the Rfam 
database was used. The alignment is in Stockholm format which shows by-column alignment 
annotations, such as RNA secondary structure, in a compact and usually human-readable way 
(Figure 8). 
 
Descriptor construction 
The descriptor file helps in defining the RNA structural motifs. The descriptor file syntax 
consists of a “topology” and “explicit” description. The topology defined in the first line, states 
the order of occurrence of the single and double stranded elements. Each element has a unique 
name and is prefixed with ‘s’ or ‘h’ indicating a single strand and helical element respectively. 
Base pairing is indicated by the unique name of the helix suffixed by a prime, ’. The lines 
following the topology contain the explicit description of each element. Mismatches and 
primary sequence constraints can be given as pairs, separated by a colon, “:”. Perl scripting was 
done to get an automatic construction of the descriptor from these aligned sequences. The 
descriptor defines all the individual nucleotide positions in each of the sequences, i.e. it ensures 
that all the positions in the sequences get defined as either a helix component or a single 
stranded residue. In other words, it is possible to define one or more nucleotide bulges 
occurring in the helices in the descriptor. This is not a usual practice while making a descriptor 
since it is difficult to represent bulges in helices in a manually made descriptor.  
 
However, this was done so that the maximum characteristics of all the sequences could be 
captured in the descriptor. The descriptor construction makes use of the secondary structure 
information available in the alignment. The secondary structure annotation line in the 
alignment indicates the columns which are base paired to each other. The base pairs are 
indicated by the nested base pair symbols ‘< >’, ‘( )’, ‘[ ]’ and ‘{ }’. The other columns marked 
with the symbols ‘:’, ‘,’, ‘_’, ‘-’, ‘.’ and ‘~’ represent the single stranded columns. 
 
Rules for making the descriptor 
There are certain rules defined in the script in order to achieve this aim (Table 6). Before 
assigning the definition to any position, the particular column in the alignment is checked for 
the consensus. For example, if the column in the alignment that is a part of a single strand 
(according to the secondary structure information) has only adenine and guanine nucleotides, it 
gets defined as “R”. For the base pairings in helices, it is checked whether all the sequences 
form a base pair or not at the particular position. It gets defined as a helix only if all the 
sequences pair at that position, else it is treated as a single strand with a label as defined earlier. 
On a similar basis, sequences having gaps in the single strand or helix get labelled as “*” at that 
position implying that there may or may not be a nucleotide at that position. Other than the 
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canonical A-U and G-C base pairs, non-canonical pairs may also occur in the RNA secondary 
structure. The most common non-canonical pair which is the G-U pair is thermodynamically 
favourable as Watson-Crick pairs and hence is allowed in the descriptor as well. The descriptor 
formed from these rules is used in scanning genome sequences for a match. After the probable 
candidates are filtered out, the sequences are converted to Fasta format with another Perl script 
and then a covariance model search (available as the CMSEARCH program in the Infernal 
package) is carried out in order to find the true candidates. The CMSEARCH in Infernal uses 
the covariance model allowing searches for new homologues of the RNA family and returns 
alignments for the high scoring hits. The CMSEARCH thus gives as output those true 
candidates from the filtered sequences that get a score above the family specific threshold value 
defined by Rfam after checking with the Rfam covariance model (Figure 9).  
 
In an attempt to find more genes in related species, the new sequences found in a family of 
species were used as query in a BLAST search (with a smaller word size of 7 and otherwise 
default settings) against the other species of the family. The BLAST hits were analyzed to 
obtain those sequences that had the conserved loop regions and secondary structure 
characteristics of U1 RNA gene. The structure was analyzed using MFOLD [1]. Certain 
constraints for forcing and prohibiting some base pairs at certain positions in the secondary 
structure may also be required to get the most probable structure. If the sequence folds into a 
structure similar to that of U1 RNA, then it is considered to be a probable candidate. 
 
The specificity and sensitivity of the filtration step was calculated on the basis of the formulae: 
 

ySpecificit    =    
eslsepositivnumberoffasuepositivenumberoftr

suepositivenumberoftr
+

                … (1) 
                                                                                                        

ySensitivit    =    
eslsenegativnumberoffasuepositivenumberoftr

suepositivenumberoftr
+

               … (2) 

                    
Comparison of this method was done with other methods, namely Rfam (that uses BLAST for 
filtering) and Weinberg and Ruzzo (that uses HMM profiles for filtering) approaches, with 
respect to the number of genes identified in the genome of organisms and by comparing the 
sensitivity and specificity in the filtering step in the methods. All the three methods used the 
same dataset for the comparison. Also the time required by each of these methods for the 
filtering was studied. However the step following filtering in the three methods was not 
compared to each other since all of them use the same strategy of doing a search against the 
Rfam model with CMSEARCH.      
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 –  Secondary structure of RNA 
On left an example RNA structure; on right the same structure with labelled structural elements 
 
Figure 2 –  Phylogenetic tree of eukaryotic groups [25] 
A kingdom-level phylogeny of eukaryotes based on combined protein sequences. Reprinted 
with kind permission from Baldauf et al (2000) 
 
Figure 3 – Descriptor from seed sequences in Rfam 
Descriptor formed (from Perl script) from the seed sequences in Rfam database 
 
Figure 4 –  Sequences aligned with CMALIGN 
Sequences from seed set of Rfam aligned with CMALIGN. Also added to the alignment 
definition of each position as obtained from descriptor formation 
 
Figure 5 - Metazoan U1 RNA 
Metazoan U1 RNA (from E.gracilis) shown with consensus features (in bold) as derived from 
descriptor 
 
Figure 6 – Three kinds of U1 RNA [20] 
On top left, secondary structure of the smallest U1 RNA (from C.fasciculata). On top right, U1 
RNA secondary structure as in most Metazoans. Bottom, secondary structure of longest U1 
RNA (from Saccharomyces). Reprinted with kind permission from Kretzner et al (1999) 
 
Figure 7 – Graph representing the comparison of time for the three methods (Descriptor, 
HMM, Rfam-BLAST) for filtering 
 
Figure 8 - An example alignment in Stockholm format 
In the alignment, a ‘.’ indicates an inserted column and a ‘-’character a deleted column with 
respect to the consensus. The #=GC RF is the reference annotation. The upper case nucleotides 
denote the strongly conserved nucleotides while the lower case nucleotides are the less 
conserved nucleotides. 
 
Figure 9 - Protocol for predicting U1 snRNA genes  
The method used in this study for predicting U1 RNA in species it has not yet been found in. 
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Tables and Table legends 
 
Table 1. Number of Eukaryotic U1 genes predicted in the Apicomplexan group with the 
studied method (using descriptor), HMM (by Weinberg & Ruzzo) and Rfam approaches. 
 

Number of genes predicted Organism 

Descriptor HMM Rfam(BLAST) 

Plasmodium falciparum 1 - - 
Plasmodium yoelli 1 1 - 
Plasmodium berghei 1 1 - 
Plasmodium chabaudi 1 - - 
Plasmodium gallinaceum 1 - - 
Plasmodium vivax 1 1 - 
Plasmodium yoelli yoelli 1 1 - 
Plasmodium reichenowi - - - 
Cryptosporidium parvum 1 1 - 
Cryptosporidium hominis 1 - - 
Eimeria tenella 3 2 - 
Theileria annulata 1 - - 
Toxoplasma gondii 2 2 - 
Babesia bovis - - - 
 
 
 
Table 2. Specificity and sensitivity as calculated from the standard formulae 
 

Specificity (1=100%) Sensitivity (1=100%) Organism Genome size 
(MB) Descriptor HMM Rfam(BLAST) Descriptor HMM Rfam(BLAST) 

Plasmodium yoelli 20.6 .001 1 0 1 1 0 
Plasmodium falciparum 23.2 .001 0 0 1 0 0 
Plasmodium berghei 29.1 .0008 1 0 1 1 0 
Plasmodium chabaudi 13.8 .002 0 0 1 0 0 
Plasmodium reichenowi 7.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Plasmodium yoelli yoelli 24.1 .001 1 0 1 1 0 
Plasmodium vivax 25.6 .002 1 0 1 1 0 
Plasmodium gallinaceum 16.6 .002 0 0 1 0 0 
Eimeria tenella 52.4 .004 1 0 1 0.67 0 
Cryptosporidium parvum 9.2 .004 1 0 1 1 0 
Cryptosporidium hominis 9 .005 0 0 1 0 0 
Toxoplasma gondii 66.1 .003 1 0 1 1 0 
Theileria annulata 8.5 .005 0 0 1 0 0 
 
 
 
Table 3. Time required by the pattern matching tool, HMM and Rfam approaches for 
filtering interesting candidates from the genomes of organisms. 
 

Time taken for filtering Organism Genome size 
(MB) Descriptor HMM Rfam(BLAST) 

Caenorhabditis briggsae                     107.4 7:11.75                20:07.33             0:14.58 
Arabidopsis thaliana                           120.9 13:03.30               23:25.73 0:58.46 
Plasmodium yoelli 20.6 1:35.33                3:51.93              0:03.20 
Plasmodium falciparum 23.2 3:12.09                4:33.65              0:04.77 
Plasmodium berghei 29.1 4:46.16                3:57.33              0:04.36 
Plasmodium chabaudi 13.8 2:14.04               1:47.78              0:02.32 
Plasmodium reichenowi 7.6 0:29.90                0:40.40              0:01.39 
Plasmodium yoelli yoelli 24.1 3:31.39                2:22.62              0:03.58 
Plasmodium vivax 25.6 3:18.93                4:34.62              0:04.26 
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Plasmodium gallinaceum 16.6 1:03.49                1:19.66              0:02.68 
Eimeria tenella 52.4 8:34.41                6:30.23              0:07.28 
Cryptosporidium parvum 9.2 1:17.98                1:47.03              0:02.87 
Cryptosporidium hominis 9 1:17.20                1:05.80              0:01.55 
Toxoplasma gondii 66.1 3:50.58                5:24.44              0:09.52 
Theileria annulata 8.5 1:11.28                1:39.27              0:02.15 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4. Sequences (from seed sequences in Rfam database) used for construction of 
RNABOB descriptor  
 
EMBL Accession No. Description 

AB023028.1
 

Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA, chromosome 5, TAC clone:K20J1. 

AC004546.1 
 

Drosophila melanogaster DNA sequence (P1s DS02684 (D134) and DS00269 ... 

AC006665.1 
 

Caenorhabditis elegans cosmid H27M09, complete sequence. 

AE003745.3 
 

Drosophila melanogaster chromosome 3R, section 83 of 118 of the compl... 

AE003745.3 
 

Drosophila melanogaster chromosome 3R, section 83 of 118 of the compl... 

AL137798.8
 

Human DNA sequence from clone RP5-1182A14 on chromosome 1 Contains pa... 

L22246.1
 

Ascaris lumbricoides small nuclear RNA (snRNA) U1-1, U1-2, U1-3, U1-4... 

L22246.1
 

Ascaris lumbricoides small nuclear RNA (snRNA) U1-1, U1-2, U1-3, U1-4... 

X75936.1
 

A.punctulata gene for U1 snRNA 

X06880.1
 

Chlorella U1 RNA 

X70869.1
 

C.reinhardtii U1 small nuclear RNA (164 bp) 

X01725.1
 

Drosophila melanogaster gene for small nuclear RNA U1 (82E) 

M73768.1
 

E.multilocularis U1 small nuclear RNA gene. 

X01091.1
 

Chicken U1 RNA gene (U1-52a) 

X06809.1
 

Soybean gene for U1a small nuclear RNA 

X06810.1
 

Soybean gene for U1B small nuclear RNA 

M14386.1
 

Human U1 small nuclear RNA gene, clone HSD2, complete cds. 

X14412.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.1 

X14413.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.2 

X14414.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.3 

X14415.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.4 

X14417.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.6 

X14418.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.7 

X14419.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.8 

M14121.1
 

Mouse U1a1 gene encoding small nuclear RNA U1a1. 

Y00131.1
 

Murine U1b-2 gene for U1 small nuclear RNA 

J00645.1
 

mouse u1 small nuclear rna (snrna) gene. 
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M59827.1
 

A.mexicanum AmU1 snRNA gene, complete sequence. 

X13841.1
 

Physarum polycephealum U1 small nuclear RNA gene 

X13842.1
 

Physarum polycephalum U1 small nuclear RNA 

X15926.1
 

Pea U1 snRNA (clone pPSU1.1) 

X15927.1
 

Pea U1 snRNA (clone pPSU1.2) 

X15928.1
 

Pea U1 snRNA (clone pPSU1.3) 

J03563.1
 

P.vulgaris U1 small nuclear RNA gene. 

X14416.1
 

Tomato U1 small nuclear RNA gene U1.5 

X55773.1
 

S. pombe snu1 gene for U1 snRNA 

X56629.1
 

S. purpuratus SpU1 gene coding for U1 snRNA 

X69328.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.2) U1 snRNA 

X69329.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.1) U1 snRNA 

X69333.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.3) U1 snRNA 

X69334.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.5) U1 snRNA 

X63783.1
 

T.thermophila genes for snRNA U1-1, snRNA U1-2, snRNA U1-3 

X63783.1
 

T.thermophila genes for snRNA U1-1, snRNA U1-2, snRNA U1-3 

X63783.1
 

T.thermophila genes for snRNA U1-1, snRNA U1-2, snRNA U1-3 

X02585.1
 

Xenopus laevis tandemly arranged embryonic U1 snRNA genes U1a/U1b 

 
 
 
Table 5. Sequences (from seed sequences in Rfam) that were not used for descriptor 
construction 
 
L33345.1
 

Canis familiaris U1 snRNA gene. 

X04994.1
 

Sea urchin (L.variegatus) U1.1 RNA gene repeat 

X01749.1
 

Sea urchin repeat unit with gene for small nuclear U1 RNA 

Z11882.1
 

S.tuberosum U1snRNA variant gene U1-10. 

Z11883.1
 

S.tuberosum U1snRNA variant genes U1-1, U1-2, U1-3, U1-4, U1-5 and U1... 

Z11883.1
 

S.tuberosum U1snRNA variant genes U1-1, U1-2, U1-3, U1-4, U1-5 and U1... 

Z11883.1
 

S.tuberosum U1snRNA variant genes U1-1, U1-2, U1-3, U1-4, U1-5 and U1... 

X69331.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.6) U1 snRNA 

X69332.1
 

T.aestivum (clone pTAU1.4) U1 snRNA 

 
 
 
Table 6. Rules for formation of descriptor 
 
Rules for a column getting defined as single stranded region of RNA secondary structure 
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Nucleotide                            Definition in descriptor
A                                                                  A                        
G                                                                   G 
C                                                                   C 
[T/U]                                                             U 
-                                                                     * 
A and G (purines)                                         R 
C and [T/U] (pyrimidines)                            Y 
Other combinations                                       N 

 
 
Rules for a pair of columns getting defined as stem region of RNA secondary structure           
 

Column 1  Column 2 Definition in descriptor 
A [T/U] N:N 
G C N:N 
[T/U] A N:N 
C G N:N 
G [T/U] N:N 
[T/U] G N:N 
- -  *:* 
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Figure 1 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2 
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# The topology stating the order of occurrence of the single and double stranded elements. 
s1 h1 s2 h2 s3 h2' s4 h3 s5 h4 s6 h4' s7 h3' s8 h5 s9 h6 s10 h7 s11 h7' s12 
h6' s13 h5' s14 h1' s15 h8 s16 h9 s17 h9' s18 h8' s19 
 
# Explicit description of each element. 
s1 0 ******AYNNN  
h1 0:0 NN:NN  
s2 0 NNNNNNN*N*NN  
h2 0:0 NN:NN  
s3 0 NNNNCN*NNNNN  
s4 0 NNNNNNN**  
h3 0:0 N:N  
s5 0 NN*NNNNNNNN*  
h4 0:0 NN:NN  
s6 0 N*YUGYA*NN**N  
s7 0 **N***NNN***NNN  
s8 0 N***  
h5 0:0 N:N  
s9 0 NN  
h6 0:0 N:N  
s10 0 *  
h7 0:0 NN:NN  
s11 0 Y******  
s12 0 **  
s13 0 N***  
s14 0 N**N*N  
s15 0 N*NRUUUN*UNNNNN*****N*******  
h8 0:0 N:N   
s16 0 N   
h9 0:0 N:N   
s17 0 NN****  
s18 0 N   
s19 0 ***N***** 
 
Figure 3 
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X637831/598-755           --AAUUACAAUGUUGUAGUUaG-CUAUAUAUCAAAAAAUAUAGCAACUA. 
X637831/1396-1555         --ACUUACCUGGCUGGAGUUaG-CUAUCGAUCAUGAAGGGUAGCGGCUU. 
X637831/2026-2185         --ACUUACCUGGCUGGAGUUuG-CUAUCGAUCAUGAAGGGUAGCGGCUU. 
X557731/387-534           --ACUUACCUGGCAUGAGUU.U-CUGCAGCACAAGAAUUGUGGAGACUCa 
AE0037453/24660-24823     AUACUUACCUGGCGUAGAGGuUAACCGUGAUCACGAAGGCGGUUCCUCCg 
AC0045461/16021-16184     AUACUUACCUGGCGUAGAGGuUAACCGUGAUCACGAAGGCGGUUCCUCCg  
AE0037453/26197-26359     -UACUUACCUGGCGUAGAGGuUAACCGUGAUCACGAAGGCGGUUCCUCCg  
X017251/69-232            AUACUUACCUGGCGUAGAGGuUAACCGUGAUCACGAAGGCGGUUCCUCCg  
X025851/923-1086          AUACUUACCUGGCAGGCGAG.AUACCAUGAUCACGAAGGUGGUUCUCCCa  
M598271/771-934           AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.CAUCUGUGAUCAGCAAGGCAGAGCUCCCa  
X010911/442-605           AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.ACACCAUGAUCAGGCAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
M141211/221-384           AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.AUACCAUGAUCACGAAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
Y001311/944-1108          AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.AUACCAUGAUCAUGAAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
J006451/51-213            AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.AUACCAUGAUCACGAAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
M143861/106-268           AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.AUACCAUGAUCACGAAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
AL1377988/45314-45477     AUACUUACCUGGCAGGGGAG.AUACCAUGAUCACGAAGGUGGUUUUCCCa  
X759361/1034-1194         AUACUUACCUGGCGCAGGGG.UAGCAUUGAUCAAGAAGGAUGCACCCCCa  
X566291/421-581           AUACUUACCUGGCGCAGGGG.UCGCAUUGAUCAAGAAGGAUGCACCCCCa  
L222461/5536-5699         -AACUAACCUGGCUGGGAGGcAUCUCGCGAUCAUGAAGGCGGGACCUCCa  
L222461/3195-3357         AGACUUAUUUGGUUGGGAGGaU-UUCGUAAUCA-GAAGGCGGGACCUCCa  
AC0066651/5230-5065       AAACUUACCUGGCUGGGGGUuAUUUCGCGAUCACAAAGGCGGAAUCCCCa  
M737681/361-517           AAACUUACCUGGCGCCGGGU.UCAGGGUGAUCAGCAAGGCUCCGACCCCa  
X138421/1-152             ------ACCUGGCCGGGGGA.AGUCGGUGAUCAAGACGGCCGAGUCCCU.  
X138411/397-552           -UACAUACCUGGCCGGGGGA.AGUCGGUGAUCAAGACGGCCGAGUCCCU.  
X708691/1-161             AUACUUACCUGGCCCGCUUC.UCGAGGUGGUCACCAUGGCCUCGGUUGU.  
X068801/1-162             AUACUUACCUGUCCGGCCUGcG-ACCUCGAGCAAGAAGGGGGUCUAGGUa  
X693281/1-158             --ACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.GACGGCCGAUCAAGAAGGGUCGUGGCCU.  
X693331/1-157             ----UUACCUGGACGGGGUC.GACGAGCGAUCAAGAAGGCUCGUGGCCU.  
X693341/1-160             AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.GACGAGCGAUCAAGAAGGCUCGUGGCCU.  
X693291/1-160             AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.GACGGGCGAUCAAGAAGGCCCGUGGCU-.  
X144131/179-339           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AUUGGGCGAUCAAUAAGACCCAUGGCCU.  
X144191/178-338           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGGCGAUCAUGAACACCCAUGGCCU.  
X144161/171-331           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUCuA-UGGGCGAUCAUGUAGGUCCAUGGCCU.  
X144171/177-340           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGGUAAUCAAGAAGUUCCAUGGCCU.  
X144121/180-340           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGGCGAUCAAUAAGACCCAUGGCCU.  
X144141/152-312           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUAGGCGAUCAAUAAGACCCAUGGCCU.  
X144151/175-335           UUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUUGGCGAUCAUGAAGGUCCAUGGCCU.  
X144181/176-336           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGGCGAUCAUUAAGACCCAUGGCCU.  
X068091/232-391           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGAUGAUCAAGAAGGUCCAUGGCCU.  
X068101/261-421           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGAUGAUCAAUAAGGUCCAUGGCCU.  
J035631/352-512           AUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AAUGGAUGAUCUAUAAGGUCCAUGGCCU.  
X159261/1-161             AUACUUACCUGGAUGGGGUC.GAUGGGUGAUCAUGAAGGCCCAUGGCU-.  
X159281/1-160             AUACUUACCUGGAUGGGGUC.AAUGGGUGAUCAUGAAGGCCCAUGGCU-.  
X159271/1-160             AUACUUACCUGGAUGGGGUC.AAUGGGUGAUCAAGAAGGCCCAUGGCU-.  
AB0230281/448-285         UUACUUACCUGGACGGGGUC.AACUUGUGAUCAAUAAGACGAGUGGCCU.  
#=GC SS_cons              :::::::::::((((<<<<<.<-<<<<<__________>>>>>>>>>>>.  
#=GC RF                   AUACUUACCUGGccGggGuc.aAuggguGAUCAAGAAGgcccauggCcu.  
# Descriptor              ******AYNNNNNNNNNNNN*N*NNNNNNNNCN*NNNNNNNNNNNNNN** 
 
X637831/598-755           AGG-UGGAGCAAGUCA.UUGUACUAa.AGAUGU.UUGUAAU.ACCUUg--  
X637831/1396-1555         AGGGUGGAGCAGGUCA.UUGCACAAa.AGAUGUcU-GUAAU.ACCUUaUU  
X637831/2026-2185         AGGGUGGAGCAGGUCA.UUGCACAAa.AGAUGUcU-GUAAU.ACCUUaUU  
X557731/387-534           GUUAUUUGUCUUGGCA.UUGCACUG..AGC-CC.-UGACGAaUAACUgUG  
AE0037453/24660-24823     GAGUGAGGCUUGGCCA.UUGCACCU..CGG-CU.GAGUUGA.CCUCUgCG  
AC0045461/16021-16184     GAGUGAGGCUUGGCCA.UUGCACCU..CGG-CU.GAGUUGA.CCUCUgCG  
AE0037453/26197-26359     GAGUGAGGCUUGGCCA.UUGCACCU..CGG-CU.GAGUUGA.CCUCUgCG  
X017251/69-232            GAGUGAGGCUUGGCCA.UUGCACCU..CGG-CU.GAGUUGA.CCUCUgCG  
X025851/923-1086          GGGCGAGGCUCAGCCA.UUGCACUC..CGG-CU.GUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
M598271/771-934           GGGUGAGGCUCAUCCA.UUGCACAU..CGG-AU.UUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
X010911/442-605           GGGCGAGGCUCAUCCC.CUGCACUC..CGG-GU.GUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
M141211/221-384           GGGCGAGGCUUAUCCA.UUGCACUC..CGG-AU.GUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
Y001311/944-1108          GGGCGAGGCUCACCCAuUUGCACUGu.UGGGGU.GUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
J006451/51-213            GGGCGAGGUGUAUCCA.UUGCA-UC..CGG-AU.GUGCUGA.CCACUgCG  
M143861/106-268           GGGCGAGGCUUAUCCA.UUGCACUC..CGG-AU.GUGCUG-.CCCCUgCG  
AL1377988/45314-45477     GGGCGAGGCUUAUCCA.UUGCACUC..CGG-AU.GUGCUGA.CCCCUgCG  
X759361/1034-1194         GGACGAGGCUUG-CUA.UUGCACAC..CGG-CU.-CGCUGA.AGCUUgCG  
X566291/421-581           GGGCGAGGCUUG-CCA.UUGCACUC..CGG-CU.-UGCUGA.ACCUUgCG  
L222461/5536-5699         UGGCGAGGUUUGGCCA.UUGCACUUu.CGG-CC.AGGCUGA.CCCGUgUG  
L222461/3195-3357         UGGCGAGGCUUGGUCA.UUGCACUUu.CGA-CC.AGGCUGA.CCAGUgUG  
AC0066651/5230-5065       UGGUUAGGCCUACCCA.UUGCACUUu.UGGUGC.GGGCUGA.CCUGUgUG  
M737681/361-517           GGUGGAGGCUCA-GCA.UUGCACUC..CGC--U.GUGUUGA.AGCCUgCG  
X138421/1-152             AGUUGGGGAACCUCUC.CUGCACUU..GAGAGG.G-GCUCC.UUCUA.UG  
X138411/397-552           AGUUGGGGUACCUCUC.CUGCACUU..GAGAGG.GGCCCC-.UUCUA.UG  
X708691/1-161             GUGGUCGGUCUUCACC.UUGCACUU..UGUGAG.G-GCCUU.CCGCA.-G  
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X068801/1-162             GUGCUUGUACCUCGCC.UUGUACUA..UGCUUG.GGGUA--.GCGCUgUG  
X693281/1-158             AGAUCAAUGGUC-ACA.UUGCACCU..GGUGAGcG-CGUUG.GCCUA.CC  
X693331/1-157             AGGUUAGUGGCCCACA.UUGCACUU..GGUGGGuG-CGCUG.GCCUA.UC  
X693341/1-160             GGGUCAGUGGUCCACA.UUGCACUU..GGU-GG.AUGCCUG.GCCCA.CC  
X693291/1-160             GGGUCAAUGGCUCACA.UUGCACUU..GGUGGGuG-CGUUG.GCCCA.CC  
X144131/179-339           AGGCUUGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..CGGAGG.GGUGCUU.GUCUA.AG  
X144191/178-338           AGGUUGGUGACCAUCA.UUGCACUU..UGAAGG.GGUGCCC.GCCUA.AG  
X144161/171-331           AGGUUGGUGACUUUCA.UUGCACUU..UGGAGG.GGUGCCC.GCCUA.AG  
X144171/177-340           AGGUUGGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUA..AGGAGG.GGUGCUU.GCCUA.AG  
X144121/180-340           AGGCUUGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..UGGAGG.GGUGCCU.GCCUA.AG  
X144141/152-312           AGGUUGGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..UGGAGG.GGUGCCA.AUCUA.AG  
X144151/175-335           AGGUUGGUAACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..AGGAGA.GGUGCCU.ACCUA.AG  
X144181/176-336           AGGCUUGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..UGGAGG.GGUGCCU.GCCUA.AG  
X068091/232-391           AGGGAAGUAACCUCCA.UUGCACUG..AGGAGG.GGUGCCU.UUCUA.AG  
X068101/261-421           AGGGAAGUAACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..AGGAGG.GGUGCUU.UCCUA.AG  
J035631/352-512           AGGGAAGUGACCUUCA.UUGCACUC..AGAAGG.GGUGCUA.CUCUA.AG  
X159261/1-161             AGGAUUGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..AGGAGG.GGUGCUU.UCCUA.AG  
X159281/1-160             AGGCAAGUGACUUCCA.UUGCACUU..AGGAGG.GGUGCUU.GCCUA.AG  
X159271/1-160             AGGCAAGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACUU..AGGAGG.GGUGCUA.GCCUA.AG  
AB0230281/448-285         AGGCUAGUGACCUCCA.UUGCACAUaaCGGAGG.GGUGCUUaGCUUA.AG  
#=GC SS_cons              <<<------<<<-<<_.________.._>>-->.>->----.->>>,.<<  
#=GC RF                   agGuUaGggcccucCA.UUGCACUU..cGgaGg.gGgcuga.cCcua.uG  
# Descriptor              NNN*NNNNNNNN*NNN*YUGYA*NN**NNN**N***NNN***NNNNN*** 
  
X637831/598-755           AUGUUCCCGC-.-UGG.GAGCAAUA-.ACAACAAAAUUUC.UGAUUGg..  
X637831/1396-1555         GUUC-CCC--GuGCGG.-GGAACCGAaACAGCACAAUUUC.UGCUAGg..  
X637831/2026-2185         GUUC-CCC--GuGCGG.-GGAACCGAaACAGCACAAUUUC.UGCUAGg..  
X557731/387-534           GACUGGCUAA-.G-GU.CAGCU-CCG.GAUGCAUCAUUUU.UGAGUU...  
AE0037453/24660-24823     AUUAUUCCUAAuGUGA.AUA-ACUCG.UGCGCGUAAUUUU.UGGUAG...  
AC0045461/16021-16184     AUUAUUCCUAAuGUGA.AUA-ACUCG.UGCGUGUAAUUUU.UGGUAG...  
AE0037453/26197-26359     AUUAUUCCUAAuGUGA.AUA-ACUCG.UGCGUGUAAUUUU.UGGUAG...  
X017251/69-232            AUUAUUCCUAAuGUGA.AUA-ACUCG.UGCGUGUAAUUUU.UGUUAG...  
X025851/923-1086          AUUUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUC.UGGUAG...  
M598271/771-934           AUGUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAUUCUCG.ACUGUAUUAUUUC.UGGUAG...  
X010911/442-605           AUUUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
M141211/221-384           AUUUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
Y001311/944-1108          AUUUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAAACUCG.A-UGCA-AAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
J006451/51-213            AUUUCCCCAAAuGCGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
M143861/106-268           AUUUCCCCAAAuGUGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
AL1377988/45314-45477     AUUUCCCCAAAuGUGG.-GAAACUCG.ACUGCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X759361/1034-1194         AUUCCCUCAAAcGUAG.-GGAACUCG.GGCGUAUUAUUUA.UGGUAG...  
X566291/421-581           AUUCCCCCAAAcGUGG.-GGAACUCG.GGCGUAUUAUUUA.UGGUAG...  
L222461/5536-5699         GCAGUCCCGAGuUGGGaUUGG--CCA.ACAGCAUAAUUUU.UGCGUU...  
L222461/3195-3357         GCAGACCCGAGuUGGGaUUGG--CCA.ACAGCAUAAUUUU.UGCGUU...  
AC0066651/5230-5065       GCAGUCUCGAGuUGAG.AUUC-GCCA.ACAGCUUAAUUUU.UGCGUA... 
M737681/361-517           ACGGACUCUAAuCGGG.UUCG-CUCG.GGUGCAUAGUUUU.UGCCAG...  
X138421/1-152             AUUGCCUUCG-.--GG.-UA-ACUCA.ACGGCAUAAUUUG.UGAUAG...  
X138411/397-552           AUUGCCUUCG-.--GG.-UA-ACUCA.ACGGCAUAAUUUG.UGAUAG...  
X708691/1-161             UCGGCCCUUC-.--GG.GUGUCCGGC.AGGGCUAAAUUUU.UGUUAGg..  
X068801/1-162             UGCGGGGCAA-.GUCC.-UCGUUACA.ACGGAAUAAUUUC.UGGCAGg..  
X693281/1-158             AUCUCCCCAA-.GUGG.-GAGAGUGG.ACGUCGUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X693331/1-157             AUCUCCCCAA-.GUGG.-GAGAGUGA.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X693341/1-160             AUCUCCCCAA-.GUGG.-GAGAGUGG.AUGUCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X693291/1-160             AUCUCCCCAA-.GUGG.-GAGAGUGG.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UGCUAG...  
X144131/179-339           GUCGGCUCAA-.GCAG.UCG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCAG...  
X144191/178-338           GUCGGCCCAA-.GUGG.UCG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X144161/171-331           AUCAGCCCAA-.GAGG.UUG-AGUCU.ACAUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X144171/177-340           GUCGACCCAA-.GUGG.UUG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGUUGcag  
X144121/180-340           GUCGGCUCAA-.GUAG.UCG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCAG...  
X144141/152-312           GUCGGCCCAA-.GUGG.UCG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X144151/175-335           AUCGGCCCAA-.GUGG.CCG-AAUCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X144181/176-336           GUUGGCCCAA-.GUGG.UCG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X068091/232-391           GUCUGUCCAA-.GUGA.CAG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X068101/261-421           GUCUGCCCAA-.GUGG.CAG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
J035631/352-512           GUCUGUCCAA-.GUGA.UGG-AGCCU.ACGUCAUAAUUUG.UGGUAG...  
X159261/1-161             GUCUACCCAA-.GUGG.UGG-AGCCU.ACAUCAUAAUUUGuUGCCUG...  
X159281/1-160             GUCUACCCAA-.GUGG.UGG-AACCU.ACAUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
X159271/1-160             GUCUACCCAA-.GUGG.UGG-AGCCU.ACAUCAUAAUUUG.UUGCUG...  
AB0230281/448-285         GUCUCCCCAA-.GUGG.-GAGAGCCU.GCGUCAUUAUUUG.UGGCAG...  
#=GC SS_cons              <<-<-<<____.__>>.->>--->>>.,))))--------.------...  
#=GC RF                   aucgcCCCAAA.GUGG.uugaAcuCa.ACggCAUAAUUUg.UGgUAG...  
# Descriptor              NNNN*NNY******NN**NN***NN**N*NNNN*NRUUUN*UNNNNN*** 
  
X637831/598-755                   -AAAUAG-UCAUUAAaCuAACUGGCUAUUU- 
X637831/1396-1555                 -GGAGACGUGCACUU.A.-GUGCUGUCUCC- 
X637831/2026-2185                 -GGAGACGUGCACUU.A.-GUGCUGUCUCC- 
X557731/387-534                   CGU----CCCUCAUU.-.-UGGGGCA----- 
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AE0037453/24660-24823             CCGGGA-AUGGCGUU.C.GCGCCG-UCCCGA 
AC0045461/16021-16184             CCGGGA-AUGGCGUU.C.GCGCCG-UCCCGA 
AE0037453/26197-26359             CCGGGA-AUGGCGUU.C.GCGCCG-UCCCGA 
X017251/69-232                    CCGGGA-AUGGCGUU.C.GCGCCG-UCCCGA 
X025851/923-1086                  UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUUUCCCCUG 
M598271/771-934                   UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUUUCCCCUG 
X010911/442-605                   UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUCUCCCCUG 
M141211/221-384                   UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUCUCCCCUG 
Y001311/944-1108                  UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUCUCCCCUG 
J006451/51-213                    UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.U.GUGCUCUCCCCUU 
M143861/106-268                   UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUUUCCCCUG 
AL1377988/45314-45477             UGGGGG-ACUGCGUU.C.GCGCUUUCCCCUG 
X759361/1034-1194                 CGGGGA-UCUGCGUU.C.GCGCU-AUCCCCU 
X566291/421-581                   CGGAGA-UCUGCGUU.C.GCGCU-AUCUCCU 
L222461/5536-5699                 --UGGGGACAGCGUU.C.GCGCUUCCCCGCC 
L222461/3195-3357                 --UGGGGACAGCGUU.C.GCGCUUCCCCGCG 
AC0066651/5230-5065               -UCGGGG-CUGCGUG.C.GCGCGGCCCUGAA 
M737681/361-517                   UGGGGA----GCCUU.C.GGGC--GUCCCUU 
X138421/1-152                     CGUGGGG-UGCGCUUgU.CGCGCCCUGCAUU 
X138411/397-552                   CGUGGGG-UGCGCUUgU.CGCGCCCUGCAU- 
X708691/1-161                     CUGAGGACCCGCGCUaU.GCGCGGCCUCGGC 
X068801/1-162                     -CCGUUGCACGCGCU.U.GCGCGUCCUCGGC 
X693281/1-158                     -AGGGGGUACGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUAC 
X693331/1-157                     -AGGGGGUACGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X693341/1-160                     -AGGGGGUACGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X693291/1-160                     -AGGGGGUACGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X144131/179-339                   -UGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCAGCCCCUAU 
X144191/178-338                   -AGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X144161/171-331                   -AGGGGGCAUGCGUU.C.GCGCAGCCCCUGC 
X144171/177-340                   -AGGGGGCCUGUGUU.C.GCGCAGCCCCUAC 
X144121/180-340                   -AGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCAGCCCCUAC 
X144141/152-312                   -UGAGGGCCUGUGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X144151/175-335                   -AGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUGC 
X144181/176-336                   -UGGGGGCCUGCGUA.C.GCGCAGCCCCUGC 
X068091/232-391                   UGGGGG-CCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUU- 
X068101/261-421                   UGGGGG-CUUGCGUU.C.GCGCAGCCCCUUC 
J035631/352-512                   UGGGGG-CCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCUUA 
X159261/1-161                     -AGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCCAC 
X159281/1-160                     UGGGGG-CCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCUCUU 
X159271/1-160                     UGGGGG-CCUGUGUU.C.GCGCGGCCCCCUC 
AB0230281/448-285                 -AGGGGGCCUGCGUU.C.GCGCGGUCCCUAC 
#=GC SS_cons                      -<<<<<--<<<<<__._._>>>>>->>>>>: 
#=GC RF                           cggGGgGcccGCGUU.C.GCGCggCcCCcuc 
# Descriptor                      **N*******NNNNN****NNN***N***** 
// 
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Descriptor vs HMM vs RFAM (BLAST)
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Figure 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 8 
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                Seed sequences aligned to U1 RNA model from Rfam database 
                                                              
                                                                  
                                                                                                                            
 
                   Descriptor construction (for RNAbob) with Perl script 
 
 
 
                        Secondary structure pattern match (to descriptor)                             
 
 
                    
                   Secondary structure profile search (with Rfam covariance model of U1) 
            (Sequences converted to fasta format with another Perl script before profile search) 
 
 
                                                        
                                                 U1 snRNA gene 
           
Figure 9 
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